Subject: Drama A-level (Enrichment Materials)
Know It (Knowledge)

Use It (Application)

Stretch It (Development)

Watch lots of theatre. There are
many organisations, such as the
National Theatre and The Globe,
who are streaming their
productions for free!!!
Search National Theatre Home.

Consider how watching the
production could impact your
present learning.
Devised Coursework
Live production skills
Deepen practitioner research to be
applied to script into performance
in Year 13.

Evaluate
Evaluate the skills of one or more
actors who created specific effects
for the audience.
or/and…
Apply
Write a critical account of
techniques and methods that could
be applied to future scripted
performance work in a specific
style.

Read new plays if you have access
to them – online or audio or
paperback.

Select
For Component 3 you will be
selecting contrasting plays to
perform. You will perform a
different play as an individual, pair
and a group.
You will be expected to read and
explore plays to make your choices.
Extend
Which Theatrical practitioner would
be appropriate to apply to each
play? Why?
Note: You cannot use the same
practitioner you used for your
devised coursework.

Consider how your plays contrast in
style, period and genre.
Is there a monologue? (3-5 mins)
Is there a possible duologue? (6-10
mins)
Is there a group section of about 2030 mins with 4-6 actors?

Practise your performance skills by
learning and performing
monologues.

Research
Where can I look for monologues?
(this is not an extensive list!)

Prepare
Learn a monologue to perform –
apply a strong vocal and physical
range.

• Shakespeare Plays
• Any published play
• Monologue Collection Books –
you can purchase several of
these online.
https://www.monologuearchive.com/
https://stageagent.com/monologues

A reminder that if you are searching
on the internet, to triple check that
they are from published plays.

Record and self-evaluate.
or…
Perform to your family.
or…
Email to your teacher.

